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Abstract

Vegetation affects river morphology via plant effects on the flow field, sediment transport and
deposition, and substrate erodibility. Changes in the flow field caused by above-ground biomass
mediate geomorphic response to flooding and habitat suitability for vegetation growth. Using numerical
hydraulic models that incorporate drag due to spatially heterogeneous vegetation, I quantify how
changes in the antecedent characteristics of woody vegetation in the active channel lead to changes in
local bed shear stress, reach-average bed shear stress, and the vegetative component of reach-average
total shear stress. Flood hydraulics in turn affect channel morphology and vegetation, providing a
feedback mechanism by which changes in vegetation can drive channel morphology into a new steady
state. Two reaches of a sand-bed river that have experienced extensive vegetation establishment and
growth, geomorphic change, and associated responses to flooding in recent years were modeled at
three different points in time, representative of differing strengths and directions of biogeomorphic
feedbacks. The presence of woody vegetation increased hydraulic variability, increasing the shear stress
coefficient of variation between 8-30%, depending on both discharge and vegetation density and extent.
Vegetation establishment and growth increased the proportion of reach-average total shear stress
accounted for by vegetation, with an effect that became greater at higher flows. As flow blockage due to
vegetation increased, the bed shear stress decreased by over 50%. Vegetation alters reach-scale flood
hydraulics in a manner that would not be predictable using either a one-dimensional hydraulic model or
a two-dimensional hydraulic model without spatially heterogeneous vegetation. These findings indicate
that, at a reach scale, vegetation can drive changes in hydraulic behavior, with effects on shear stress
partitioning that are similar to those observed in flumes and with large woody debris.
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INTRODUCTION

Vegetation, along with physical factors such as hydrology, topography, and lithology, influences fluvial
forms and processes. Plants can act as engineers on river systems by modifying the flow field, altering
sediment transport, and changing substrate properties (Gurnell, 2013). Vegetation can affect channel
width (Hey et al., 1986; Jaeger and Wohl, 2011; Pollen-Bankhead et al., 2009; Tal et al., 2004; Eschner et
al., 1983; Graf, 1978; Perignon et al., 2013), number and mobility of channels (Tal et al., 2004; Gran et
al., 2015; Kui et al., 2017), sediment stability, via plant root structures (Micheli and Kirchner, 2002;
Pollen-Bankhead and Simon, 2010), and landform formation (Gurnell et al., 2012; Petts, 2001; BywaterReyes et al., 2017). Vegetation–morphodynamic feedback loops show similar dynamics across different
types of river systems by altering local sediment dynamics, fluvial landforms, and channel widths (Curran
and Hession, 2013; Corenblit et al., 2015), but the specific impacts vary depending on the scale
considered (Schnauder and Moggridge, 2009; Luhar and Nepf, 2013; Gran and Paola, 2001). In many
respects vegetation-morphodynamic feedbacks are most easily observed in sand-bed rivers, where
sediment transport and geomorphic change occur at relatively low flood magnitudes, compared with
gravel-bed rivers of similar size (Dean and Schmidt, 2010; Dean et al., 2015; Church, 2006).
Vegetation–morphology interactions are not unidirectional; hydrogeomorphic mechanisms can drive
vegetation establishment, growth, and mortality. Flow dynamics affect the amount and type of
vegetation establishment (Shafroth et al., 2002; Stromberg et al., 2012; Stromberg, 2001; Allred and
Schmidt, 1999; Mahoney and Rood, 1998). Vegetation establishment for many species also depends on
hydraulically-influenced seed dispersal (Merritt and Wohl, 2002). River flow dynamics, in combination
with groundwater controls (Bätz et al., 2016), also modify plant growth rates (Schook et al., 2016;
Pasquale et al., 2014) and determine habitat abundance and quality (Asaeda et al., 2005). Vegetation
mortality can result from seedling uprooting caused by scour of surrounding substrates (Bywater-Reyes
et al., 2015), direct hydraulic force or scour (Edmaier et al., 2011) or burial via deposition (Kui et al.,
2014). Pasquale et al. ( 2014) found, in a study of willow (Salix spp.) on a perennial, gravel-bed river, that
local shear stress at flood is correlated with vegetation mortality. In sand-bed rivers, scour increases the
susceptibility of woody seedlings to uprooting (Bywater-Reyes et al., 2015; Bankhead et al., 2017), but
after several years of growth vegetation tends to be resistant to flood-induced mortality (Bankhead et
al., 2017).
The fluvial biogeomorphological succession (FBS) model (Corenblit et al., 2007) provides a framework
for understanding mechanisms of hydrogeomorphic and biological feedbacks along rivers. The FBS
places a river in one of four phases: geomorphic, pioneer, biogeomorphic, and ecologic (Figure 1).
Geomorphic and flow processes drive river response in the geomorphic phase, with vegetation
conditions having little to no role in determining geomorphology (Figure 1A). In the pioneer phase,
vegetation is established and begins to grow as determined by hydrogeomorphic factors but has only a
small effect on water flow or geomorphology (Figure 1B). In the biogeomorphic phase, vegetation, flow,
and channel morphology interact and influence each other (Figure 1C). As the river moves from the
biogeomorphic to ecologic phase, the vegetation becomes so well established that geomorphology and
flow dynamics no longer affect vegetation (Figure 1D) (Corenblit et al., 2007). Rates and patterns of
succession between stages are also, to a certain extent, hydrology dependent; large floods can reset a
river to the geomorphic phase.
Biogeomorphological interactions, and specifically vegetation’s effect on hydrogeomorphic processes
can be considered at plant, patch, and reach scales. Plant and patch-scale vegetation-induced
hydrogeomorphic changes have been observed in field settings (Manners et al., 2014; Zen et al., 2017)
and flume studies (Gran and Paola, 2001; Manners et al., 2015; VanDijk et al., 2013; Tal et al., 2004;
1

Braudrick et al., 2009; Rominger et al., 2010; Diehl et
al., 2016). At an individual plant scale, flume (Ortiz
et al., 2013; Elliott, 2000) and numerical studies
(Luhar and Nepf, 2013) show that plants divert flow
in a manner that creates a turbulent wake and alters
shear-stress patterns, elevating lateral stresses and
reducing downstream shear stresses. Some
elements of channel hydraulics show similar
response between patches and individual plants,
whether for one or multiple patches, but the effect
is mediated by patch density (Nepf, 2012b, 1999;
Marjoribanks et al., 2016; Sandercock and Hooke,
2010).
Total shear stress in a stream reach can be
partitioned into grain (from bed materials) and form
(from vegetation and other factors that cause flow
separation) components (e.g. Raupach, 1992; Nepf,
2012b; Einstein and Banks, 1950; Luhar et al., 2008).
Vegetation components of shear stress alter
sediment transport, based upon vegetation location
(Yager and Schmeeckle, 2013; Luhar et al., 2008).
The addition of a roughness source, such as
vegetation or large woody debris, does not
necessarily increase total shear stress in an additive
manner (Wilcox et al., 2006). Total shear stress, at
some vegetation densities and configurations, can
be predicted by vegetation metrics such as the
blockage factor (Luhar et al., 2008). For patches of
woody vegetation such as willow, both bed drag and
vegetation significantly contribute to bulk flow
resistance (Righetti, 2008). In stream beds with
dense reeds such as cattail, bed resistance
contributes minimally to bulk resistance at times
(James et al., 2004). Large woody debris has been
shown to have similar effects, with the contribution
to total resistance dependent upon discharge,
location, and spacing (Wilcox et al., 2006; Manga
and Kirchner, 2000), producing characteristic spatial
patterns (Abbe and Montgomery, 1996).

Figure 1: Conceptualization of the feedbacks in the FBS model, as
illustrated by sand-bed rivers in western Arizona, the Santa Maria
River (A and B) and Bill Williams River (C and D). A and B illustrate the
geomorphic and pioneer phases, respectively; B can be described as
pioneer rather than geomorphic because there is relatively young,
new vegetation on the floodplain (visible on the upper right corner of
B). C and D respectively illustrate the biogeomorphic and ecologic
phases. In C there are cut banks on river right below the beaver dam,
indicating geomorphic processes are still actively influencing river
morphology.

Submerged and emergent vegetation have differing effects on hydraulics, at both the plant and patch
scale (Vargas-Luna et al., 2015). Vertical velocity profiles tend to be logarithmic when vegetation is
emergent, whereas development of a shear layer at the top of the vegetated patch for submergent
vegetation results in a non-logarithmic velocity profile (Nepf, 2012a). Bed shear stress may therefore
differ, depending on vegetation emergence or submergence, even where net vegetative drag is the
same. Vegetation effects on hydraulics depend on plant traits such as plant height, stem width and
density, and flexibility (Diehl et al., 2017). Flume studies evaluating woody seedlings with different plant
architectures, for example, have shown that tamarisk seedlings experience less pronation and cause
2

greater velocity reduction than cottonwood seedlings, translating to greater sedimentation (Manners et
al., 2015; Kui et al., 2014). Field studies of mature stands, in contrast, show a functional equivalency
between cottonwood and tamarisk (Stromberg, 1998). At a reach scale, which is generally defined as a
stretch of stream with consistent characteristics and a length ranging from meters to hundreds of
meters (Frissell et al., 1986), vegetation alters morphodynamic characteristics, shown in both flumes
(Gran and Paola, 2001; Tal and Paola, 2007; Braudrick et al., 2009) and numerical models (van Oorschot
et al., 2016; Bertoldi et al., 2014; van Oorschot et al., 2017). Understanding of how vegetation’s effect
traits modify reach-scale flood hydraulics is limited but is needed to in turn increase understanding of
how vegetation mediates geomorphic response to flooding.
Direct measurement of hydraulic parameters and the effects of vegetation during flood stage, when
potential for geomorphic change is greatest, often is not feasible. Numerical modeling provides an
alternative approach to quantifying the influence of vegetation on reach-scale hydraulic response. Onedimensional hydraulic models, such as HEC-RAS (USACE, 1995), have been used extensively to model
reach-scale hydraulics, with vegetation effects typically represented using an estimation of the
roughness or drag produced by vegetation (Vargas-Luna et al., 2015; Shields et al., 2017). However,
these models are not capable of accurately representing spatial heterogeneity in roughness (Green,
2005). Two-dimensional hydraulic models can represent spatial heterogeneity (Abu-Aly et al., 2014),
which is especially important in the case of vegetation because plant growth in specific elevations and
hydrologic settings create spatial heterogeneity. Vegetation effects on hydraulics are stage-dependent
due to both vegetation spatial heterogeneity (Abu-Aly et al., 2014; Bywater-Reyes et al., 2017) and
vertical variations in vegetation properties (e.g., frontal area, pronation), both for individual plants and
among plant species (Bywater-Reyes et al., 2017; Diehl et al., 2017; Boothroyd et al., 2016). To date,
two-dimensional models that incorporate spatially heterogeneous vegetation have not been used to
quantify the effects of vegetation growth and establishment on reach-scale flood hydraulics.
This research uses two-dimensional hydraulic models that incorporate spatially heterogeneous
vegetation to simulate vegetation-induced hydraulic changes at the reach scale. To assess hydraulic
response, the output variables of concern are local bed shear stress and vegetative drag. Local bed shear
stress can vary spatially and illustrates the potential for both geomorphic and vegetation change. These
variables can also be used to calculate reach-average bed shear stress and reach-average vegetative
drag per bed area, facilitating comparison with other studies. This study of vegetation-induced hydraulic
change is motivated by two questions:
How does vegetation establishment and growth in the active channel of a sand-bed river affect flood
hydraulics?
How does vegetation establishment and growth affect shear stress partitioning across a variety of flows?
Woody vegetation located on bars and banks in the active channel act as a roughness source and should
thus reduce velocities on the bars and banks (outside the baseflow channel) and potentially steer flow
into the baseflow channel, elevating bed shear stresses in the baseflow channel. The establishment of
vegetation within the baseflow channel, however, would be expected to produce opposite responses
(decreased shear stress in the baseflow channel, and increased outside the baseflow channel). By
providing an additional roughness source anywhere in the active channel, vegetation also reduces the
likelihood of scour and flood-induced mortality, which would in turn protect existing vegetation, inhibit
geomorphic change, and facilitate further vegetation growth. A spatially heterogeneous response to
vegetation, which changes with vegetation density and extent, indicates that spatial heterogeneity in
vegetation should be incorporated when modeling hydraulics in some river systems and is especially
important for reaches transitioning through phases of the FBS.
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STUDY SITE
Setting

To address my study questions, I worked on the Bill Williams River (BWR), a 58 km-long dryland river in
Arizona, extending from the confluence of the Big Sandy and Santa Maria rivers, just upstream from
Alamo Dam, to the Colorado River in Lake Havasu (Figure 2). Alamo Dam was built in 1968 by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). Alamo Dam reduced the magnitude and frequency of floods,
decreasing the maximum flood discharge by over 90% (Shafroth and Beauchamp, 2006), and reduced
the number of days with no flow (House et al., 1999).Tributaries are ephemeral downstream of Alamo
Dam. Downstream flows are therefore determined by dam releases and groundwater-surface water
exchanges along the BWR, as the river alternates between bedrock canyons and alluvial valleys in which
flow tends to be lost to aquifers, depending on antecedent conditions (Simpson et al., 2013). In an effort
to preserve the native vegetation and ecosystem while limiting tamarisk encroachment, ecosystem
flows have been prescribed for the BWR (Shafroth and Beauchamp, 2006). A year-round baseflow of 0.51.5 m3s-1 is released from Alamo Dam. Depending on water levels in Alamo Lake, high-flow pulses of
differing magnitude and duration are periodically released (Shafroth and Beauchamp, 2006).
To quantify the effects of woody vegetation on hydraulics, I considered two reaches within the BWR,
Rankin (RR; 18 km downstream from Alamo Dam) and Mineral (MW; 48 km downstream from the dam).
Rankin and Mineral were named for nearby landmarks: Rankin Ranch and Mineral Wash. The reach
lengths are 210 m for Rankin and 255 m for Mineral. These reaches have been monitored from 2005 to
April 2017 (see Appendix A. Rankin and Mineral were initially chosen for three reasons: 1) the existence
of initially bare surface bars that experienced seedling establishment in 2005, 2) differences in channel
morphology and flood conditions as a consequence of their position along the longitudinal profile and of
downstream distance from Alamo Dam (Wilcox and Shafroth, 2013), and 3) access, as the study area is
in a remote setting with few roads. Seedlings established in one flood, such as 2005, that survived
subsequent floods continued to grow throughout the time period considered, providing a basis for
testing how woody vegetation changes influence shear stress variability and geomorphic change and of
the applicability of the FBS model to this river.
Riparian vegetation along the BWR predominantly comprises Goodding’s willow (Salix gooddingii),
Fremont cottonwood (Populus fremontii), tamarisk (Tamarix spp.), and cattail (Typha spp.). Vegetation
density and species distribution differ between reaches, which may differentially affect hydraulics. Both
reaches currently have dense cattails in shallow regions of the low-water channel, such as on bars and
near the banks. The thalweg at Mineral traverses alternating pools, beaver dams, and dense cattails.
The thalweg at Rankin moves in less-dense cattails, through alternating pools and beaver dams.
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Figure 2: Site map of the Bill Williams River (BWR), Arizona. The two major tributaries on the BWR, the Santa Maria
and Big Sandy, join to form the BWR at the upstream end of Alamo Lake. Rankin Ranch (RR) and Mineral Wash
(MW) are the two study sites. The BWR flows to Lake Havasu in the west. The blue line indicates the area inundated
at the 2005 flood peak. There are no perennial tributaries downstream of Alamo Lake.

Post-dam changes in vegetation and geomorphology

Smoothing of the hydrograph by Alamo Dam allowed establishment of more extensive and denser
stands of floodplain vegetation than before Alamo was built (Shafroth et al., 2002; Kui et al., 2017), in a
manner analogous to changes along many rivers in the American Southwest (Graf, 1978). Tamarisk has
encroached throughout the riparian corridor, competing with the native Goodding’s willow and Fremont
cottonwood. Since the construction of Alamo Dam, woody plant establishment in the riverbed has
decreased active channel area by 60% and caused the river to transition from a braided to a singlethread planform (Kui et al., 2017). The expansion of vegetation has varied depending on landform type.
Tamarisk increased faster than cottonwood/willow in former high flow channels (Kui et al., 2017) and
abandoned floodplains (Reynolds et al., 2014), while cottonwood/willow increased more rapidly in lowflow channels that still experience frequent inundations (Kui et al., 2017).
The increased vegetation and changes in the BWR’s flow regime have allowed beaver (Castor
canadensis) to proliferate in the main channel, with a corresponding increase in lentic conditions due to
beaver dams (Andersen and Shafroth, 2010; Andersen et al., 2011). The beaver population would have
been smaller pre-dam than under present-day conditions because the combination of ephemeral flow
and large floods limited the density of woody riparian vegetation and periodically removed beaver dams
(Davies et al., 1994).
As a result of the changes in the BWR since construction of Alamo Dam, current floods are strongly
influenced by biotic processes occurring between floods. Much of the woody vegetation has now grown
large enough to be resistant to mortality in future floods, the size of which are limited by dam
operations. As a consequence, woody vegetation will also play a key role in future geomorphic change
as the river transitions into the biogeomorphic and ecologic phase. Lentic conditions associated with
beaver activity also provide habitat for cattails, which have proliferated in the last decade, and as a
result the channel is densely colonized by cattails ~3-4 m in height. The combination of lentic habitat
and dense cattails has in turn caused increased deposition (Andersen et al., 2011) of very fine (5-40 μm)
sediment.
Since the winter of 2004–2005, flood releases from Alamo Dam, combined with multi-year periods
lacking high flows and steady baseflows, have produced geomorphic and vegetation changes along the
5

BWR. Several channel-resetting floods in 2005 (Qmax = 205 m3s-1; Figure 3) scoured low-elevation bars
and deposited bare substrates, and the falling limb of the flood hydrograph was managed to promote
seedling recruitment (Wilcox and Shafroth, 2013). This shifted the river into the geomorphic phase of
the FBS, after which it rapidly evolved to the pioneer phase as new seedlings established and grew,
aided by baseflow releases from Alamo Dam.
Another flood, in March 2006 (Qmax = 69 m3s-1; Figure 3), caused geomorphic change and seedling
mortality despite its modest magnitude. The nonnative tamarisk died at a higher rate than the native
willow (Wilcox and Shafroth, 2013). Mortality rates were dependent on antecedent vegetation
conditions, with taller and higher-density vegetation associated with lower mortality rates. At Rankin
there was a preferential colonization of willow, and the geomorphic change was characterized by scour
and channel migration. At Mineral, there was little evidence for new colonization, and there was a
different geomorphic response between vegetated and unvegetated areas than at Rankin. This implies
that while Rankin and Mineral might have been in the same pioneer phase of the FBS, Rankin may have
been closer to the biogeomorphic phase than Mineral. Flood hydrographs at each site also can vary
during a given event, altering vegetation and geomorphic responses between reaches.
An El Niño-driven flood in 2010 was larger in both magnitude and duration than any flood between 2005
and 2017 (Figure 3). However, there was less geomorphic response to the 2010 flood than to the 2006
event (Wilcox and Shafroth, 2013). Although the 2006 and 2010 hydrographs are very different in shape
(Figure 3b), because magnitude and duration were both greater in the latter event, more geomorphic
change would have been expected in 2010. Small flood events in 2007 and 2008 (Figure 3a) also showed
little geomorphic response. The increase in height and density of vegetation after 2006, including woody
vegetation established during the floods of 2005 and 2006 and cattail, likely limited the geomorphic
response of floods after 2006. No floods large enough to cause geomorphic change occurred between
the 2010 event and 2017.

Figure 3: Flood magnitude by year since 1995 (left), and hydrograph of 2006 and 2010 floods (right), measured as
average daily discharge at USGS 09426000 Bill Williams River below Alamo Dam, AZ.

METHODS
Overview

To assess my questions, I used a hydrodynamic model to simulate a series of floods, with differing
hydrograph characteristics and vegetation conditions, for both study reaches. I simulated flood events
from 2006 and 2010 (Figure 3), as well as a hypothetical event with 2016 vegetation and topography.
These three points in time represent different phases of the FBS model. The 2006 flood produced
geomorphic change and seedling establishment, and can therefore be considered representative of the
pioneer phase, moving towards a transition to the biogeomorphic phase. The 2010 flood produced little
geomorphic change, and can be hypothesized to represent the biogeomorphic phase, though the study
reaches also showed characteristics evoking the ecologic phase. The 2016 conditions represented a
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strongly biotically-mediated antecedent condition, i.e., a system in the ecologic phase. The 2005 floods
would be representative of the geomorphic phase, in which the hydraulics and associated geomorphic
change were unaffected by vegetation. Because antecedent vegetation conditions before an FBSresetting flood do not affect the subsequent geomorphic phase, 2005 conditions were not modeled.

Model Selection

To model hydrodynamics in my study system, I used Nays2DH, a model provided by the International
River Interface Cooperative (iRIC; Nelson et al., 2015). Nays2DH was selected because it can simulate
two-dimensional flow and the drag forces due to spatially heterogeneous vegetation (Jang and Shimizu,
2005; Takebayashi, 2014). Nays2DH uses a curvilinear coordinate system in which every grid cell has a
variety of attributes that can be set individually or imported from outside sources. The model uses a
numeric cubic interpolated pseudo-particle method to solve the two-dimensional shallow water
equations for individual grid cells (Jang and Shimizu, 2005):
𝜕𝜕ℎ
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
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in which x and y are directions (downstream and lateral, in an orthogonal coordinate system), t is time
(s), u and v are vertically averaged velocities in the x- and y-direction (ms-1), h is water depth (m), g is
gravitational acceleration (ms-2), ρ is water density (kgm-3), τx and τy are bed shear stress in the x- and ydirections (Pa), Dx and Dy describe the diffusion of u and v, respectively (m2s-2), and Fx and Fy refer to the
components of drag force per area by vegetation in the x and y direction (Pa) (Takebayashi, 2014). The
calculation of diffusion depends on the turbulence closure scheme used to calculate the eddy viscosity
coefficient (constant eddy viscosity, zero-equation, or k-ε). Bed shear stress, for example as calculated
the x-direction in Equation 2, is calculated as:
𝜏𝜏𝑥𝑥 = 𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌√𝑢𝑢2 + 𝑣𝑣 2

(4)

where Cf is the drag coefficient of bed shear stress. Vegetative drag per area in the x-direction in
Equation 2 is calculated as:
1
2

𝐹𝐹𝑥𝑥 = 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 𝜌𝜌𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠 ℎ𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑢𝑢√𝑢𝑢2 + 𝑣𝑣 2

(5)

where CD is the drag coefficient of vegetation, as is the area of interception by vegetation per unit
volume (m-1) and hmin is the minimum between depth of water (h) and height of vegetation (hv) (m). In
Nays2DH, CD is constant for the entire reach, which is only valid when all vegetation possesses the same
characteristics. This does not accurately represent the BWR, so to represent spatially heterogeneous
vegetation-induced drag in my modeling, the interception area as and hv were varied. Even though CD is
constant, as and hv have an identical linear effect on Fx; variation of as and hv can thus be used to
reproduce the correct effective coefficient, by properly parameterizing the model.
Along with the drag sources listed above, another potential source of drag is bed form drag (e.g., from
ripples), which Nays2DH does not have a term to represent. A flume study on cottonwood and tamarisk
in a sand-bed setting found that bed form drag is an order of magnitude less than either vegetative drag
or bed drag (Manners et al., 2015), supporting the assumption that the dominant drag sources are
vegetative and bed.
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Model Parameterization and Boundary Conditions

To parameterize a model with vegetation, Nays2DH requires bed elevation, grain size, vegetation
characteristics (as, CD, and hv), measurements for model calibration, and a turbulence closure scheme.
Available data are shown in Table 1. Bed elevation inputs were derived from a combination of ground
surveys and airborne lidar (Appendix B). Ground measurements were collected using RTK-GPS surveys in
2006, 2010, and 2016, with some supplemental surveying in 2017. Cross sections ending in the
floodplain were measured at 10-15 m intervals along the ~200 m reaches. The water’s edge, thalweg,
and for some field sessions, bars and other locations, were also surveyed. Airborne lidar surveys were
completed in February 2006 (Fields and Hickey, 2006) and August 2014 (Mitchell, 2015) over the entire
BWR, and in May 2016 over the lower BWR (covering Mineral but not Rankin; Bell, 2016). Lidar data
were used for floodplain topography for all years, as well as for in-channel topography in 2016 at
Mineral; the 2016 survey used full waveform (aka bathymetric, or green) lidar. Using a nearest-neighbor
interpolation of surveyed points, a triangulated irregular network (TIN) was formed that was then used
to set the elevation at each cell node. Grain sizes measured in 2006, 2012, and 2016 were applied to
2006, 2010, and 2016 respectively.
Vegetation characteristics required a combination of calibration and field data. To characterize
vegetation in NAYS2DH, I set the vegetation frontal area per unit volume (as; m-1), vegetation height (hv;
m), and drag coefficient (Cd) of woody seedlings. I differentiated between tamarisk and
cottonwood/willow, as they show different hydraulic effect and response traits at the seedling stage
(Manners et al., 2015; Kui et al., 2014). For years when water surface elevation (WSE) was measured
during floods, woody vegetation characteristics were determined by a combination of a model
calibration process and field measurements. In 2017, vegetation as and hv were surveyed in the field,
which was then applied to the 2016 models. To determine Mineral 2010 woody vegetation
characteristics, I interpolated between the 2006 and 2016 densities and corresponding heights. Because
as and hv were varied to reproduce the correct effective CD, not varying 2016 models is a potential
source of error. The resultant polygons are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. To facilitate comparison
between models, I calculated the reach-average vegetation density (AVD):
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 =

∑𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗(𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠 )𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 ∗(ℎ𝑣𝑣 )𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗

(6)

𝑛𝑛

where n is the number of grid cells within a given model, and i and j represent the cross-wise and
stream-wise directions. AVD can also be calculated for patches of vegetation using the number of grid
cells within the patch for n. The vegetation density interacting with flow at a given flow will not
necessarily be this number; the amount of vegetation obstructing flow is dependent on the level of
inundation. To quantify vegetation density at a given flow, I calculated the blockage factor (Green,
2005), described later.
Vegetation effects were assessed via comparison of bare earth and woody-vegetation simulations. In
addition, to evaluate the effects of the dense patches of cattails present in 2010 and 2016, I completed
simulations for these years with both cattails and woody vegetation present. The 2006 models were not
run with cattails because few cattails were present in the study reaches in 2006. Cattail extents and
densities were surveyed in 2016 but not in 2010. To assess the sensitivity of the model to the presence
of cattails, models were run for both reaches in 2016 with cattails present, with as=0.75 m-1 and hv = 1
m. As 2010 extents were uncertain, polygons were set that covered approximately 25% of the active
channel. Vegetation densities, including cattails, are shown in Appendix C. As flows increase, cattails
pronate and may eventually uproot, but because information on these processes is lacking, they are not
represented in the modeling. Thus, for 2006, two types of models were compared, bare earth versus
woody vegetation, and for 2010 and 2016, three types of models were developed and compared: bare
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earth, woody vegetation, and woody vegetation with cattails. Vegetation parameter setting is described
in greater detail in Appendix C.
To calibrate models, I manually varied boundary slope conditions to minimize the root mean square
error (RMSE) between measured and modeled water surface elevations (WSE). Boundary conditions are
upstream and downstream water surface slope. Among the options provided in NAYS2DH for setting
water velocity at the upstream boundary, I set velocity as a function of upstream water depth. Both
upstream and downstream depths were then set within the model as being a function of the boundary
local water slope. By using water surface slopes rather than heights, variable discharge and reachaverage total shear stress can be modeled, assuming local water slopes remain similar. To calibrate the
model, the water slopes were assumed to be equal upstream and downstream. This assumption was
made to reduce the number of independent calibration parameters. Flows experienced by Rankin and
Mineral are best represented by USGS gages 09426000 (BWR below Alamo Dam, AZ) and 09426620
(BWR near Parker, AZ), respectively. Two stations were used because, for a given release from Alamo
Dam, each reach experiences different flood magnitudes and durations (Simpson et al., 2013). To more
accurately calibrate boundary conditions and vegetation characteristics, I then iteratively calibrated
slope boundary conditions and vegetation characteristic values (as and hv) using WSE. Values of as and hv
were varied during calibration, but not the spatial extents.
To determine which turbulence closure scheme to use in Equations 2 and 3, I first assessed the model
sensitivity to turbulence closure schemes and slope boundary conditions. I performed a two-factor
ANOVA while varying slope and turbulence closure schemes. To assess calibration variable and output
variable response, I performed an ANOVA for both the RMSE in water surface elevation and the shear
stress standard deviation. Both variables showed a statistically significant difference between slope
boundary conditions (p<0.05), and did not show a statistically significant difference between turbulence
closure schemes. Because the model did not show a difference in response to turbulence closure
schemes, I used the constant eddy viscosity scheme (Appendix D). The model was able to run at a wide
variety of slopes using this scheme, which was not possible with the other two schemes.
Table 1: Available data for each modeled year. A more extensive list of data is available in Appendix A.
Year
2006
2010

2016
R and M

Topographic data

Vegetation data

Calibration data

Lidar (2006), ground surveys
(2006 pre- and post-flood), grain
size (2006)
Lidar (2006 and 2014), ground
surveys (2010 pre- and post-flood)
, grain size (2012)

vegetation height via transects
(2006M), satellite imagery (2005),
lidar (2006), plant mortality

Hydrographs (2006R), water
surface elevations (2006)

satellite imagery (2009)

Hydrographs (2010), water
surface elevations (2010R)

Lidar (2014 and 2016M), ground
surveys of vegetation height and
density (2017), satellite imagery
(2015 and 2016M)

No data available for calibration

Lidar (2014 and 2016M), ground
surveys (2016 and 2017), grain
size (2016)

denote surveys that were only conducted at Rankin and Mineral, respectively

Although calibrated/calculated using different techniques, similar values were obtained between
calibrated and non-calibrated models for both as (Figure 4 and 5) and AVD (Table 2). MW2006
vegetation calibrated to zero AVD. Woody vegetation was in fact present in MW in 2006, with fieldmeasured AVD of 0.08 in the vegetated patches on bars (Wilcox and Shafroth, 2013), but the calibration
result indicates that vegetation did not have a reach-scale effect on hydraulics. This calibration result is
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consistent with data from during the 2006 flood showing that vegetation effects on local velocities were
not significant (Wilcox and Shafroth, 2013). Moreover, AVD for the reach is lower than the AVD of
vegetated regions. For example, in RR2006, the average AVD in vegetated regions is 0.2 and the AVD for
the entire reach is 0.04. MW2006 was insensitive to vegetation density; setting MW2006 vegetation to
the same as as RR2006 only increased RMSE 0.02 m. In contrast, sensitivity to vegetation at Rankin
increased over time. A 67% decrease in as increased RMSE by 18% in 2006 and 118% in 2010. Changes in
vegetation extent thus influence model response to vegetation as.
Water surface elevation data to determine optimal model parameters are not available for three of the
model simulations: MW2010, when WSE was not measured, and 2016 for both reaches, which are of a
simulated, not actual, flood, to evaluate the effects of antecedent vegetation conditions. For reaches
without measured WSEs, I used the slope boundary conditions of the most recent calibrated model, e.g.
Mineral 2006 and Rankin 2010. After calibration, the RMSE in water surface elevation ranged from 0.070.23 m (Table 2). The slope boundary conditions differed by two orders of magnitude between reaches,
despite the similarity of reach-average slopes measured in Rankin and Mineral in 2006 (Wilcox and
Shafroth 2013). However, the slope boundary conditions are within the range of local slopes observed in
each reach, and as such are considered to be reasonable. A 25% change in boundary slope produced an
increase in RMSE of 10-20%. I found that adjusting boundary conditions was necessary to produce
reasonable model results, but calibrating boundary conditions to data that already incorporates as and hv
limits model accuracy. Independent calibration of each vegetation variable would be preferable, but the
necessary data were not available.
Table 2: Calibration parameters. Both AVD and the slope boundary conditions were varied at a certain calibration
discharge to minimize the root mean square error (RMSE) in water surface elevation.

Reach

Calibration discharge1 (m3s-1)

AVD2

MW2006
MW2010
MW2016
RR2006
RR2010
RR2016

66
N/A
N/A
56
79.3
N/A

0.00
0.05
0.25
0.04
0.14
0.18

Slope boundary
condition3
0.024
0.024
0.024
0.001
0.0004
0.0004

1: The discharge for which each model was calibrated
2: Calculated using Equation 6.
3: Water surface slope at upstream and downstream ends of the reach
4: Root mean squared error in water surface elevations at the calibration discharge
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RMSE4 (m)
0.233
N/A
N/A
0.068
0.084
N/A

Figure 4: Area of interception by vegetation per volume (as) for Mineral Wash, within modeled boundaries, for each
modeled year and vegetation condition (B-D). Area of interception values are shown within model boundaries. The
2015 satellite imagery (A) illustrates vegetation extents representative of the 2016 condition (D).
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Figure 5: Area of interception by vegetation per volume (as) for Rankin Ranch, within modeled boundaries, for each
modeled year and vegetation condition (B-D). Area of interception values are shown within model boundaries. The
2015 satellite imagery (A) illustrates vegetation extents representative of the 2016 condition (D).

Vegetation’s Influence on Hydraulics

To test the effect of vegetation on hydraulics, I used the parameters derived from model calibration to
quantify the distribution of local shear stress (τbed)i,j, which can vary spatially and illustrates the potential
for both geomorphic and vegetation change, for different modeled floods and reaches. Shear stress is
calculated by Nays2DH at every grid cell for every time step. Each reach and time was modeled with no
vegetation (bare earth), with woody vegetation only, and with woody vegetation and cattails. Local bed
shear stress was output 5 times every 60 seconds for a given flow and vegetation condition after
reaching steady-state conditions to assess errors from convergence or numerical tolerance. The
standard deviation of shear stress at a given flow was then calculated. Local bed shear stress is the
magnitude of τx and τy, a function of the depth-averaged velocity vector (V), fluid density (ρ), and the bed
drag coefficient, Cf:
(𝜏𝜏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 )𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 = 𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓 𝜌𝜌𝑉𝑉2𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 .

(7)

The wetted channel for a given flow for a given model was defined as the extent in which water was
deeper than 0.01 m. To further assess hydraulic impacts of vegetation, I delineated the wetted channel
into baseflow and above baseflow regions, using the wetted extent at baseflow. The baseflow channel
for each year was defined as the extent in which water was deeper than 0.01 m at a modeled flow of 1
m3s-1. In actuality, the baseflow varied based on location and date, as antecedent hydrologic conditions
determine streamflow and groundwater composition (Simpson et al., 2013). However, 2016 modeled
baseflow extents at 1 m3s-1 matched measured water surface extents in 2016, supporting this simplifying
assumption.
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To quantify vegetation-induced hydrodynamic response, I subtracted the bed shear stress output by the
bare earth model from the bed shear stress from the vegetated model at each grid cell. Bed shear stress
variability was assessed by quantifying the numerical distribution of shear stresses throughout the
wetted channel. Coefficients of variation (CV) were then calculated by dividing standard deviation of a
hydraulic variable by the mean (Gran and Paola, 2001):
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 =

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

(8)

The CV for shear stress (CVτ) was calculated for every model. I ran the models at flows from 1 m3s-1
(Qbase, i.e. baseflow) to 125 m3s-1 (the largest of the small floods recommended for ecosystem health on
the BWR; Shafroth and Beauchamp, 2006). Special attention is paid to three flows: Qbase, the 2-year
flood (Q2; 10 m3s-1), and the ten-year flood (Q10; 95 m3s-1). The Q2 and Q10 are based on the post-dam
hydrologic regime and are thus modest compared to historic flows. Trends in CVτ were expected to be
less linear than changes in bed shear stress. To better illustrate the effects of vegetation on CVτ , all
modeled discharges between 1-125 m3s-1 were plotted.

Stress Partitioning

My analysis of vegetation effects on shear stress partitioning focuses solely on models with woody
vegetation. I first calculated the magnitude of modeled vegetative drag per area for a given cell, based
on Equation 5:
(𝜏𝜏𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 ) =
𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗

1
2

𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝐷𝐷 𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠 ℎ𝑣𝑣 𝑉𝑉2

(9)

where (τvegetation)i,j, the local vegetative drag/area, is calculated within a grid cell using the fluid velocity
magnitude (V) within that cell. The reach-average vegetative drag/area (τvegetation) was then calculated at
a given flow by averaging all local values in the wetted channel for that model run:
𝜏𝜏𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 =

∑𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗(𝜏𝜏𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣)𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
𝑛𝑛𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤

.

(10)

where nwetted refers to the number of cells in the wetted channel. The same approach was taken for
reach-average bed shear stress (τbed):
τ𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 =

∑𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗(𝜏𝜏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏)𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗

𝑛𝑛𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤

.

(11)

To determine the reach-average total shear stress, τvegetation and τbed were summed, with turbulenceinduced drag assumed to be negligible or remain constant for all models:
(12)

𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝜏𝜏𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 + 𝜏𝜏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏

To further elucidate the relative contributions of vegetation and bed shear stress to total shear stress, I
also calculated the relative contribution of each drag component (RC) by dividing each component by
the total reach-average shear stress:
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 =

𝜏𝜏𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

.

(13)

I used the blockage factor (B) to quantify vegetation density at a given discharge. Sometimes referred to
as the blockage ratio, the blockage factor describes the ratio of channel blocked by vegetation to the
total channel (Pitlo and Dawson, 1990). Blockage can refer to a cross-sectional (frontal area) ratio, plan
surface area ratio, or volumetric ratio (Green, 2005). For this analysis, I used the frontal area ratio, which
has been used in research on the influence of both live vegetation (Perignon et al., 2013; Luhar et al.,
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2008; Bywater-Reyes et al., 2017) and large woody debris (Hygelund and Manga, 2003; Wilcox et al.,
2006). I calculated blockage at each cell within Nays2DH:
𝐵𝐵 =

𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠 ℎ𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑆𝑆
ℎ

.

(14)

where S is the grid cell width.

RESULTS

Rankin and Mineral have evolved differently over the last decade with respect to flood-induced
geomorphic change, beaver dam-building, vegetation, and location of the baseflow channel (Figures 6
and 7). At Rankin, the inundated area at baseflow changed from multi-thread to a single channel (Figure
6). Mineral has responded differently, with a side channel active in 2016 that was not active at baseflow
during 2006 and 2010 (Figure 7). Mineral showed a slight decrease in width between 2006 and 2010.

Figure 6: Baseflow channel (blue) at Rankin, for each modeled year, as determined by model results for a
representative baseflow of 1 m3s-1.

Figure 7: Baseflow channel at Mineral at three points in time. Blue indicates the extent of the baseflow channel.

Changes in morphology have also shifted the distribution of bed shear stress (Figure 8). At Mineral,
shear stresses are concentrated into a narrower channel between 2006 and 2010 (Figure 8a,c), and then
expand in 2016 (Figure 8e). There is little change in shear stress distribution over time at Rankin (Figure
8b,d,f), with maximum shear stresses occurring near the topography associated with beaver dam crests
in later years (Figure 8d,f). The changes at low flows may also be affected by the high point density in
the baseflow channel in 2016 (Figure 8e), due to the availability of full wavelength lidar for that year.
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Figure 8: Local bed shear stress for each bare earth model at the 2-year flood (Q2;10 m3s-1) Note that the Mineral
2016 model (e) had a greater point density in the baseflow channel.

Evaluation of vegetation effects on bed shear stress

As a result of increases in woody vegetation density across the study period, shear stress decreased in
vegetated areas and increased in the unvegetated regions near the baseflow channel (Figure 9;Figure
10). However, the increase in τbed did not scale with AVD; an increase in AVD did not always produce a
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larger magnitude response. At Mineral Wash, the effect of woody vegetation on hydraulics became
stronger over time as vegetation grew (Figure 9). At Rankin, woody vegetation effects on τbed decreased
from the 2006 to the 2010 and 2016 model simulations as AVD increased (Figure 10).

Figure 9: Changes in τbed at Mineral Wash with the addition of woody vegetation, based on subtraction of τbed for
bare-earth models from τbed for corresponding woody-vegetation models, at a modeled discharge of 95 m3s-1.
Positive values (red) indicate an increase in τbed caused by woody vegetation. Black polygons indicate the extent of
vegetation, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 10: Changes in τbed at Rankin Ranch with the addition of woody vegetation. Values indicate the difference in
τbed between models with bare earth and woody vegetation. Positive values (red) indicate an increase in τbed caused
by woody vegetation. Discharge is 95 m3s-1. Black polygons indicate the extent of vegetation, as shown in Figure 5.

Woody vegetation tended to decrease τbed when compared to the bare earth model, with greater
differences at the Q10 than at baseflow or the Q2 (Figure 11a-e). At Mineral, the effect was zero in 2006,
grew at Q2 and Q10 in 2010 (Figure 11a), and increased yet more in 2016 (Figure 11a). At Rankin, the
effect grew from 2006 (Figure 11c) to 2010 (Figure 11d), but did not increase for all conditions in 2016
(Figure 11e). Simulations with cattails added to woody vegetation indicated that τbed tended to decrease
when compared to bare earth or woody vegetation alone (Figures 11a,b,d,e), except for Rankin 2016, in
which the addition of cattails increased τbed as compared to both bare earth and woody vegetation alone
(Figure 11e).
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Figure 11: Difference between τbed in bare earth and vegetated models for given set of flows. Note that the y-axis
scales differ between Mineral and Rankin. Woody vegetation generally reduces τbed when compared to bare earth
models, as shown by negative values above. For most reaches and times, the addition of cattails reduced mean bed
shear stress when compared to either bare earth or vegetated models. However, the opposite effect was observed
at Rankin 2016 for Q10. Because vegetation densities at Mineral 2006 were set at 0 during model calibration, no
results are shown for MW2006.

Changes in τbed in the wetted channel (Figure 12a,b,c) were similar to changes in τbed in the baseflow
channel (Figure 12d,e,f), but in some cases they differed from changes in τbed outside the baseflow
channel (Figure 12g,h). Reach-average bed shear stresses in the baseflow channel for a given model and
flow (Figure 12e,f) were greater than those observed outside the baseflow channel (Figure 12g,h). Also
as expected, woody vegetation located outside of the baseflow channel did not have an effect on τbed at
baseflow (Figure 12a,d). At Q2, woody vegetation had a variable effect in the baseflow channel (Figure
12e), in various models increasing, decreasing, or not changing τbed when compared to the bare earth
results. Outside the baseflow channel at Q2, woody vegetation either had no effect or reduced τbed from
the bare earth output, presumably due to low velocities outside the baseflow channel. At the Q10, the
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hydraulic changes in the baseflow channel were still variable, though reaches in which shear stresses
changed between bare earth and woody vegetation showed larger changes at Q10 than they did at Q2.
Models corresponding to the pioneer phase of the FBS (i.e., 2006) showed less of a reach-scale hydraulic
effect of vegetation (Figure 11c; the effect at MW2006 was zero) than models in the biogeomorphic
(Figure 11a,d) or ecologic phase (Figure 11b,f). However, the greater difference between phases was in
average bed shear stress; at flows above baseflow, the 2006 τbed in both models were much more than
subsequent models (Figure 12a,b,c), whether vegetated or bare earth. Bed shear stress in both reaches
decreased by approximately 25-35% between 2006 and 2010.

Figure 12: Mean bed shear stress for each reach in the wetted channel (a-c), in the baseflow channel (d-e), and
outside the baseflow channel (f-g) at 1, 10, and 95 m3s-1 (baseflow, Q2, Q10). Error bars denote ±1 standard
deviation between models runs. Panels a-c (wetted channel) illustrate the model results used to generate Figure 11.
The mean bed shear stress is not calculated outside the baseflow channel at 1 m3s-1, because those regions are not
inundated at that discharge.

At baseflow, the addition of cattails tended to increase τbed in the wetted channel (Figure 12a). At the Q2,
the addition of cattails reduced τbed, as compared to both bare earth and woody vegetation alone
(Figure 12d,f), though the effect tended to be greater in the baseflow channel than outside. At Q10 in the
baseflow channel, Mineral and Rankin showed different responses; τbed in Rankin increased when
compared to bare earth, while τbed at Mineral sharply decreased (Figure 12e). Models at specific FBS
phases did not show consistent trends. For example, hydrodynamic response to the addition of cattails
in models at the ecologic phase differed between reaches at the Q10 (Figure 12e,f): at RR2016 τbed both
in and outside the baseflow showed little to no increase with the addition of cattails, while in MW2016
τbed sharply declined with the addition of cattails. At baseflow, models did not converge well, with the
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difference between bare earth and woody vegetation models falling within convergence error. MW2016
showed a similar pattern at Q2, with the difference between bare earth and woody vegetation within
model convergence error. However, models with cattails showed a greater difference from bare earth
than variation due to convergence.
For vegetated conditions (both woody vegetation and woody vegetation and cattails), CVτ showed
consistent trends across the modeled flow conditions (Figure 13). There is a local maximum in CVτ at
baseflow, followed by a decrease until an absolute minimum between 20 and 60 m3s-1. The CVτ for
vegetated models tended to then increase above Q10, though trends were variable.
Vegetation establishment and growth was anticipated to progressively increase shear stress variability.
The addition of woody vegetation did increase variability, as measured by CVτ but the effect did not
grow stronger over time for all models (Figure 13). Over time, CVτ increased at Mineral (Figure 13a,b,c).
The increase occurred for bare earth, woody vegetation alone, and woody vegetation and cattails. At
Rankin (Figure 13d,e,f), CVτ did not increase for bare earth or woody vegetation alone, but did increase
when cattails were included. At Mineral, zero vegetative effect in 2006 (Figure 13a) was followed by a
positive effect in 2010 (Figure 13b), but the effect did not increase in 2016 (Figure 13c). At Rankin, the
effect in 2006 (Figure 13d) was less than 2010 (Figure 13e). The effect in 2010 was much less than the
woody vegetation effect in 2016, but not the effect of woody vegetation and cattails (Figure 13f).
The models with cattails and woody vegetation also increased CVτ when compared to bare earth results
(Figure 13b,c,d,e). The difference between models with woody vegetation alone and woody vegetation
and cattails was less consistent. With the exception of Mineral 2016 (Figure 13e), the addition of cattails
increased or decreased CVτ when compared to woody vegetation alone, depending upon the flow. The
magnitude of change in CVτ due to vegetation was influenced by flow. At flows between baseflow and
the Q2, CVτ was most similar between bare earth, woody vegetation, and woody vegetation with cattails.
Above Q10, the effect of vegetation was generally stronger than the effect below Q2.
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Figure 13: Coefficient of variation of τbed (CVτ) vs discharge. Note that the y-axis differs for 2016 (e,f). For most
models, vegetation increased CVτ at all flows, with the exception of flows <5 m3s-1 in RR2010 (e) and between 15-35
m3s-1 in RR2016 (f). In some models (b,e), the addition of cattails produced very little change in relation to the
associated woody vegetation model. In others (c,f), cattails increased CVτ by much more than woody vegetation
alone.

Evaluation of vegetation effects on shear stress partitioning

In every model with vegetation, the portion of total shear stress due to vegetative drag (τvegetation)
increased with flow (Figure 14). At most discharges, τvegetation increased over time (Figure 14); the only
exception is Rankin between 2010 and Rankin 2016. Models corresponding to various phases of the FBS
did not show a difference in general patterns of τvegetation.
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Figure 14: Vegetative drag per area (τvegetation) versus discharge in models with woody vegetation. Vegetative drag
increased with discharge, and tended to increase over time, with the exception of RR2010 to RR2016 for flows
below ~90 m3s-1. The model calibration process determined that τvegetation for MW2006 was negligible, so no results
are shown for MW2006.

In most models τvegetation increased more rapidly than τbed with increasing discharge (Figure 15). In all
models, τbed increased most rapidly below and near Q2. The influence of vegetation increased over time
for all times at Mineral (Figure 15a,b,c; Figure 16a,b), and at Rankin from 2006 (Figure 15d; Figure 16c)
to 2010 (Figure 15e; Figure 16d), but did not between Rankin 2010 and 2016 (Figure 15e,f;Figure 16d,e).
In models with higher vegetation densities (Figure 15d,e,f), τbed remained constant at discharges near
and above Q10. At higher flows, relatively more shear stress is partitioned into τvegetation (Figure 15;Figure
16). The shear stress responses between Rankin 2010 and Rankin 2016 appear to be similar (Figure
15d,f;Figure 16d,e), suggesting that there may be a vegetation density at which increasing vegetation
density does not decrease τbed. Visually, Mineral 2016 has a similar relative contribution profile to Rankin
2010 and 2016 (Figure 15c;Figure 16b), though total shear stress is not as tightly coupled to the
vegetative contribution.
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Figure 15: Partitioning of τtotal into vegetative (τvegetation) and bed (τbed) components in each model as a function of
discharge. To determine τtotal, τbed and τvegetation were summed.
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Figure 16: Relative contributions of τvegetation (green) and τbed (red). Each modeled value is divided by the total shear
stress for that discharge, calculated as the sum of average τvegetation and τbed.

A greater proportion of total shear stress partitioned into τvegetation at higher blockages, a response that
was less at Q2 (Figure 17a) than at Q10 (Figure 17b). The relative decline in τbed was caused by an increase
in τvegetation as blockage increased, and a decrease in τbed with increasing blockage. At Q10, blockages
tended to be higher, though not all models increased in blockage.
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Figure 17: Shear stress partitioning as a function of average vegetation density in the wetted channel. At higher
blockage factors for a given flow, the τbed was relatively less. At higher flows, when more vegetation was inundated,
the relative contribution of vegetation to τtotal was also higher

DISCUSSION
Vegetation’s effect on hydraulics

My findings about the effect of vegetation on hydraulics can be contextualized by comparison to other
field and flume-based studies. Whereas my modeling indicated that the presence of vegetation
decreased τbed in vegetated regions and increased shear stress at the center of the channel (Figure
9;Figure 10), another modeling study of a field site in the American Southwest with similar riparian
vegetation found that the addition of vegetation decreased τbed both in the channel margins and in the
channel mainline (Griffin et al., 2005). The model used by Griffin et al. is based on determining shear
layers by lines of constant velocity (Kean and Smith, 2004) and therefore differs from hydrodynamic
models, such as NAYS2DH, that use a curvilinear grid to solve the Navier-Stokes equations or similar.
Their field site also had a relatively simple, trapezoidal channel, while my reaches possessed complex
topography, potentially causing the difference in hydraulic response.
Measurements of τbed in the vicinity of vegetation patches also provide a basis for comparison to my
model results. For example, measurements of τbed in and near patches of cottonwood and tamarisk in a
sand-bed flume indicated that vegetation had a variable impact on τbed (Manners et al., 2015). Another
Froude-scaled flume model representing vegetation using dowels found that, for the same topography,
adding vegetation produced greater τbed, with the greatest τbed observed in the near-bank region
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(McBride et al., 2007). The difference in results may be a consequence of model boundary conditions,
such as constraints on lateral adjustments in some flume studies. Flume studies in which a channel is
allowed to form and adjust laterally (e.g. Braudrick et al., 2009; Tal and Paola, 2007) may show the most
similar responses to reach-scale studies.
The observed increase in CVτ with the addition of vegetation in our study provides a mechanism by
which vegetation can protect banks from scour and promote deposition. In contrast, Gran and Paola
(2001) observed a decrease in hydraulic variability, as measured using CVvelocity (CVτ and CVvelocity should
scale similarly; Equation 7), in a constant-discharge flume setting with the addition of vegetation. Gran
and Paola hypothesized that the reduction in CVvelocity was due to increased sedimentation in the banks
and an associated shift toward a more uniform channel. If that is the dominant mechanism, we would
expect to see an initial increase in hydraulic variability with the addition of vegetation, and then a
reduction in hydraulic variability as the channel reaches equilibrium. This mechanism is supported by
our results and suggests that the modelled reaches in the BWR are in a transient, non-equilibrium state.
This mechanism could be tested in a reach in which vegetation has encroached, followed by a period of
flooding during which the channel has sufficient time to adjust. If CVτ increases from initial conditions as
vegetation encroaches, and then decreases to below initial conditions as the channel adjusts during the
flood, the proposed mechanism will be supported.
In most model runs, the presence of vegetation increased hydraulic variability. The effect did increase
over time at Mineral, but at Rankin it did not. In Mineral, the hydrodynamic response was as expected;
vegetation establishment and growth increased shear stress variability, with an effect that grew
stronger as the vegetation became denser and more widely established. At Rankin, shear stress
variability also increased when vegetation was added to the model, as expected. The effect did not grow
stronger over time; the change decreased in 2016 (Figure 13). An initially strong effect of vegetation and
then weakening effect has been documented by other researchers in flumes (Tal et al., 2004).
Vegetation has been shown to reduce the number of active channels in flumes (Gran and Paola, 2001;
Tal and Paola, 2007) and in our field setting (Kui et al., 2017). Tal et al. (2004) proposed a hydraulic
mechanism for this geomorphic response, in which vegetation chokes off smaller, weaker channels and
confines the flow into fewer channels. By comparing vegetated and bare earth model outputs, my study
supports this mechanism. Relative decreases in τbed were greatest outside the baseflow channel (Figure
12), as would be expected if vegetation-induced hydraulic changes are increasing deposition outside the
baseflow channel. Two-dimensional hydrodynamic models using spatially heterogeneous vegetation
provide an approach to documenting these responses.
In models run with cattails and woody vegetation, CVτ, while still greater than that for unvegetated
models, responded differently than the models with only woody vegetation. The change in response
differed depending on the model. The difference in response may depend on patch location when
compared with the thalweg. At Mineral, dense cattails spanned the entire channel, while at Rankin the
thalweg contained fewer and less dense cattails than the rest of the channel. The differences in spatial
distribution may have increased flow velocities in the thalweg at Rankin and thereby increased τbed.
Unlike woody vegetation, cattails were located in the baseflow channel, and thus changed shear stress
at baseflow when added. When the patches were large and intersected the thalweg in multiple places
(e.g. both models in 2016), the coefficient of variation was much higher when cattails were included.
When modeling rivers with large quantities of dense instream vegetation, the extent, density, and
behavior during flood need to be considered.
The hydraulic effect of vegetation did change in magnitude with succession of FBS phases. However, the
greater difference between phases was the change in τbed. One potential confounding factor that could
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cause that decrease in τbed is the proliferation of beaver dams, which are included in both bare earth and
vegetated models. Beaver can act as ecosystem engineers, altering hydrogeomorphic characteristics of a
stream (Gurnell, 1998; Levine and Meyer, 2014). The increase in beaver dams in 2010 and 2016 (Figure
11c-f) reduces velocities in the reach, thereby decreasing bed shear stresses (Shafroth et al., 2010).
Beaver colonization of the riparian area also alters groundwater-surface water interactions (Westbrook
et al., 2006). Groundwater height preferentially influences vegetation colonization and in some contexts
can then determine rates of biogeomorphic succession (Bätz et al., 2016). While floods do influence
beaver distribution (Anderson and Shafroth, 2010), system evolution is dependent on baseflows.
Growth of species such as cattails are driven by flow characteristics at low flows as well as high flows
(Asaeda et al., 2005), meaning that feedbacks during long periods of baseflow can determine channel
form.
There are several areas for future research work. Research is needed on the extent to which
hydrodynamic response depends on the scale at which vegetation (Marjoribanks et al., 2016) and other
spatially heterogeneous drag sources, such as large woody debris (Tullos et al., 2016; Bywater-Reyes et
al., 2017), are modeled. Furthermore, a better means of including pronation and its effects on
vegetative drag in hydraulic models is needed, building on flume-based research on vegetation
pronation (Wilson et al., 2003; Folkard, 2011).
Two-dimensional hydrodynamic modeling of vegetation is also limited by an inability to incorporate
vertical effects of vegetation (Marjoribanks et al., 2014; Boothroyd et al., 2016), and vertical differences
in vegetation-effect traits (Bywater-Reyes et al., 2017; Diehl et al., 2017; Boothroyd et al., 2016). Threedimensional models better incorporate vegetation and pronation (e.g. van Oorschot et al., 2016; Wilson
et al., 2006) but are currently more difficult to couple with extensive field measurements for calibration
than two-dimensional models.

Shear stress partitioning

The observed increase in τtotal with increasing blockage (Figure 17) matches flume studies of τtotal with
cottonwood and tamarisk in a sand-bed setting (Manners et al., 2015). The observed increase in relative
partitioning into τvegetation with increasing discharge also agrees with prior research (Manners et al.,
2015). The similarity in responses between field and laterally-constrained flume studies stands in
contrast to the results discussed in the prior section. A potential reason for the agreement in τtotal
between the disparate studies is the scale considered for flume results; measurements averaged
throughout the entirety of the flume may be applicable to reach-scale predictions in the field.
The observed increase in relative partitioning of shear stress into τvegetation as a consequence of
vegetation establishment and growth is consistent with prior research (Nepf, 2012b; Luhar et al., 2008).
The change in hydraulics provides a mechanism by which the growth or removal of vegetation produces
a difference in geomorphic response at the reach scale (e.g. Manners et al., 2014; Pollen-Bankhead et
al., 2009). Unlike some other research that considers shear stress partitioning based upon bed area
coverage (e.g. Yager et al., 2007), this research focuses on shear stress partitioning within the flow field.
Our findings can be compared to shear stress partitioning and blockage factors associated with large
woody debris. We found that blockage was correlated to an increase in vegetative drag and a decrease
in τbed (Figure 17), consistent with predictions from Manga and Kirchner (2000), who used wood spacing
as a proxy for blockage. Hygelund and Manga (2003) found that blockage due to large woody debris was
coupled to drag at blockage values less than 0.3. Luhar and Nepf (2013) also show that at very high
blockages the assumptions underlying most hydrodynamic models do not apply. The blockages in my
study fell within the range where blockage and drag were expected to be coupled. As partitioning is tied
to both effect traits of the vegetation and the local topography (Wilcox et al., 2006), further research is
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needed to ascertain the influence of local topography in the BWR, with specific focus on the influence of
beaver dams on vegetation-induced hydraulic changes.
The lack of reach-scale hydraulic response to vegetation at MW2006 supports the idea that the reach
was in the pioneer phase of the FBS at that point in time. If a lack of reach-scale hydraulic response to
vegetation is characteristic of the pioneer and geomorphic phase, then determining whether a reach is
in those phases a priori is possible. However, no clear transition between biogeomorphic and ecologic
was observed. One potential means of identifying a difference between biogeomorphic and ecologic
phases would be to compare the response of τbed at various discharges for a given condition. If a reach is
in the ecologic phase, with the vegetation is the dominant geomorphic factor, then we would not expect
τbed to be tightly coupled with discharge (e.g.. Figure 15d-f). In models in which τvegetation is more than
twice τbed for most flows (Figure 15d-f), τbed remains relatively constant from ~30 m3s-1 to 120 m3s-1, and
the τtotal is determined by τvegetation. If, beyond a certain density, τbed does not scale with discharge, then
not even large floods (>Q10) can induce scour. In dryland rivers, geomorphically effective floods are often
relatively greater in magnitude than in non-dryland rivers (Tooth, 2000). If the effect of vegetation
becomes dominant at these larger flows, then the geomorphic response will be significantly altered
from historic conditions. However, pronation would play a major role as flows increase, creating
challenges in modeling the effects of vegetation at larger flows. More research is merited to quantify
changes in geomorphic response, and to determine whether the flow at which τvegetation comprises the
largest component of τtotal changes over time or between rivers. It is important to note that, even if
τvegetation is the dominant factor of τtotal, deposition is still possible; vegetation growth can result in a
narrowing of the channel via deposition (Tal and Paola, 2007). Further modeling must be conducted in
other reaches at various phases of the FBS to determine whether there are hydrodynamic
characteristics associated with each phase.

CONCLUSION

Vegetation establishment and growth alters spatial patterns of bed shear stress in a manner that can
produce a positive feedback. I characterized these patterns using a two-dimensional hydrodynamic
model. The presence of vegetation changed the flood hydraulics of a stream by decreasing bed shear
stress in vegetated regions, and increasing bed shear stress in unvegetated regions. The effect of
vegetation increased over time as the vegetation grew and established. The establishment and growth
of vegetation increased the amount of total shear stress partitioned into vegetative drag, thereby
decreasing over time the potential for geomorphic change for a given flow. This study supports a
proposed mechanism by which vegetation-induced hydraulic changes produce increased sediment
deposition outside the baseflow channel, thereby reducing hydraulic variability after the channel has
adjusted. Shear stress partitioning documented here is consistent with prior flume research and
suggests analogs between how riparian vegetation and large woody debris affect stress partitioning.
When modeling the hydraulics of a river with large amounts of instream vegetation such as cattails,
special attention must be paid to the instream vegetation, as that can have a large impact on hydraulics.
To better model vegetation, more research is needed on the hydraulic effect traits of cattails and other
in-stream vegetation, along with how response traits, such as pronation, change under variable
discharges.
There are several implications for management from my research. If the hydrologic regime of a river is
altered by reducing flood magnitude and frequency while maintaining or increasing baseflows, the
resulting vegetation growth may alter flood hydraulics, providing a positive feedback mechanism that
can move the river into a new steady state with different geomorphic and ecologic characteristics. My
research also provides a mechanistic understanding of river restoration via revegetation, a common
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technique. By replanting vegetation on banks and bars, managers can provide an additional source of
drag to protect resources and/or help to shift the river back toward some desired condition.
As more hydrodynamic modeling focuses on incorporating vegetation, comparison of the effects of
vegetation on reach-scale hydraulics will improve in a wide variety of morphologic and ecologic settings.
Doing so will deepen understanding of the interactions between vegetation, hydraulics, and
morphology.
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Table 3: Table of Variables

Symbol

Description

Units
Constants
kg m-3

ρ

density of water

CD

Coefficient of drag due to vegetation

Qbase

Baseflow discharge

m3s-1

Q2

Two-year discharge

m3s-1

Q10

Ten-year discharge

m3s-1

Qmax

Maximum average daily discharge of a flood
Local values

m3s-1

as
h

Area of interception by vegetation per unit volume
Water depth

m-1
m

hv

Vegetation height

m

hmin

Minimum of water depth and vegetation height

m

V

Magnitude of velocity

ms-1

τbed,I,j

Local bed shear stress

Pa

τveg,I,j
S

Local vegetative drag per unit area
Grid cell length

Pa
m

Fveg

Vegetation-induced drag
Reach-scale values

N

AVD
n

Reach-average vegetation density
number of cells in model

unitless
unitless

nwetted

number of wetted cells in a model run

unitless

τveg

Reach-average vegetation drag per unit area

Pa

τbed
τ
RC
B
CV

Reach-average bed shear stress
Reach-average total shear stress
Relative contribution to total shear stress
Blockage factor
Coefficient of variation

Pa
Pa
unitless
unitless
unitless

Cf

Coefficient of drag due to bed

unitless
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Data collected on the Bill Williams

Table 4: Data collected on the BWR and the agency / research group that conducted/contracted for the research

Data Collected
2006 lidar
2014 lidar
2016 lidar

Group
USACE
USACE
LCR-MSCP

2006 ground surveys, pre- and post-flood
2010 ground survey, pre- and post-flood
2016 ground survey
2017 ground survey

Wilcox and Shafroth
Wilcox lab
Wilcox lab
Wilcox lab

2006 vegetation height survey
polygons derived from 2005 satellite imagery
polygons derived from 2009 satellite imagery

Wilcox and Shafroth
Kui et al.
Kui et al.

2006 plant mortality
2010 plant mortality
2017 vegetation ground survey
hydrographs

Wilcox and Shafroth
Wilcox lab +Shafroth
Wilcox lab
USGS

2006 water surface elevations

Wilcox and Shafroth

2006 water velocities
2012 grain sizes
2010 water surface elevations
2010 transducer data
2016 grain size

Wilcox and Shafroth
Wilcox lab
Wilcox lab
Wilcox lab
Wilcox lab
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Date
February 6-7th, 2006
August 7th, 2014
May 2016
February and May,
2006
March 2010
January 2016
April 2017
February and May
2006
September 28, 2005
May 26, 2009
February and May
2006
March 2010
April 2017
continuous
March 2006 (during
flood)
March 2006 (during
flood)
2012
March 8th, 2010
March 2010
January 2016

Table 5: Lidar on the Bill Williams

Date(s) Surveyed

Discharge at
Alamo Dam
(m3s-1)

Discharge
near
Parker, Az
(m3s-1)

Products

Flown By

Vendor

February 6-7, 20061

1

bare earth point clouds

Airborne 1,
for a Tetra
Tech report

United States
Army Corps of
Engineers
(USACE)

August 7, 2014

14

No data
available
during this
time
period
0

bare earth point clouds, bare
earth DEM ( 0.5 m
resolution), classified point
cloud, last return point cloud,
intensity images, vegetation
point clouds, flight paths,
ground control points

Quantum
Spatial

USACE

May 12 to 24, 20162

1

0

bare earth DEM (1m
resolution), canopy height
model (CHM), highest hit,
and a lidar intensity return
value

Quantum
Spatial

August/September
20173

Not yet
known

Not yet
known

not known yet

Lower Colorado
River MultiSpecies
Conservation
Program (LCRMSCP)
LCR-MSCP

1

Some gaps in coverage due to vegetation; data were corrected by the Hydrologic Engineering Center (HEC) (Fields and Hickey, 2006)

2

Only flown for the lower portion of the BWR and did not cover Rankin

3

Not used in the analysis, only added for reference
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Appendix B: Photographs of BWR study reaches

Figure 18: Mineral, February 2006. From downstream end of study reach, looking upstream.

Figure 19: Rankin, February 2006. Looking upstream from near downstream end of study reach, at around XS0 or
XS15, based on numbering scheme in Wilcox and Shafroth (2013).
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Figure 20: Mineral, March 2010. Photo is from river left, looking toward river right from approximately XS 50-70.

Figure 21: Rankin, March 2010. Photo is from river left, looking toward river right from approximately XS70-90
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Figure 22: Mineral April 13, 2017. Photo was taken at downstream end of the reach, facing upstream, and shows
vegetation mortality and channel dewatering in this reach.

Figure 23: Rankin, April 14, 2017. Photo was taken at downstream end of the reach, facing upstream, and shows
lentic conditions created by beaver dam and, in background, cattail in baseflow channel.
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Appendix C: Vegetation Parameter Setting

Nays2DH represents vegetation using Equation 1, where drag coefficient (CD), frontal surface area (as),
and vegetation height (hv) are used to approximate the drag forces within a grid cell. These variables
exhibit covariance; errors in one variable, such as as, can result in inflated CD estimates (Li and Shen,
1973). I set CD = 1.0, which is within the commonly expected range of drag coefficients for woody
vegetation, for the two reaches considered. For example, calculation of drag coefficients of tamariskdominated stands on the Green and Yampa Rivers indicated mean CD values of 1 at depths < 1 m for
sparse, moderate, and high density, and mean CD values ranging from 1.1 to 1.5 at depths > 1 m with a
non-linear dependence on density (Manners et al., 2013). Higher drag coefficients have been reported
for cottonwood (Bankhead et al., 2017; James et al., 2008); but see Garcia et al., 2004). Relating
vegetation height (hv) and area of interception (as) in a consistent and reproducible manner is needed in
the modeling performed and for Equation 9. Much of the requisite data were not available for the entire
time period considered (Table 1).
Table 6: Available data and studies for vegetation parameterization.

Data
2005 & 2009 aerial imageryderived polygons
2014 lidar-derived point clouds
2016 field measurements
2017 field measurements
2006 and 2010 flood water
surface elevations

Description
Polygons delineating vegetation type (e.g. cottonwood-willow,
tamarisk, mesquite) and relative density
(<2%,2<den.<50%,>50%) (see Table 7)
Separate point clouds for vegetation and bare earth (no
distinction based on vegetation type)
polygons delineating cattail extents
20 sampled sites at each reach: for both a 2x2- and 4x4-m
square, the number of stems <5 cm, 5<d<20cm, and >20cm were
recorded
longitudinal water surface elevations throughout each reach
were measured

To set as and hv for 2016 models, I used a combination of measured vegetation characteristics and lidar
data. For the entire reach, I built vegetation density models (VDM) from the 2014 lidar using a similar
workflow to Bywater et al. (2017). Vegetation density for each raster cell was calculated as follows:
# vegetation points

Vegetation density= # vegetation points + # bare earth points

(15)

The 2016 density values were divided into three bins corresponding to the polygons from Kui et al.
(2017) (<2%, 2-50%, and >50%). In-stream vegetation was removed using the delineated polygons.
Because canopy density is not always equal to the frontal area presented to flow (Manners et al., 2015),
I then applied the densities measured on the ground in 2017 at Mineral and Rankin to the 2016 models
(Table 1). Because vegetation heights in 2016 were greater than modeled flow depths, the vegetation
was set to be emergent (depth of water was used instead of hv in Equation 1).
To determine as and hv for 2006 models, I used satellite imagery and model calibration. To determine
vegetation extents, I used the aerial imagery-derived polygons. To set the densities and heights for each
cover type, I used the vegetation effect trait relationships determined by Manners et al. (2013). These
relationships link as to hv in a consistent manner (Sparse: hv = 10*as; Dense: hv = 4*as;Table 6). I also
linked sparse and dense patches with a similar relationship (as,dense = 5*as,sparse;Table 6). To calibrate the
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vegetation parameters, I then varied densities to minimize differences between measured and modeled
water surface elevations in 2006 and 2010.
To set as and hv for 2010 models, I used satellite imagery to determine vegetation extents and a
combination of model interpolation and calibration to determine vegetation characteristics for Mineral
and Rankin, respectively. At Rankin, there were measured water surface elevations, so the 2006
workflow was applied. There were no measured water surface elevations at Mineral in 2010, though
there was satellite imagery to determine extent and relative density. To estimate vegetation densities at
Mineral in 2010, I interpolated between the Mineral 2006 vegetation densities (0) and the Mineral 2016
densities (Table 8).
There is little research on the effects of cattails on flood-scale hydraulics in a river. I estimated that, in
the patches of cattails, as = 0.75 and hv = 1 m. The height of cattails was often much more than 1 m, but
they would pronate at higher flows. In the absence of literature data on cattail pronation, the height
was fixed at 1 m. Patch extents were set for 2016 based on polygons delineating cattail extents. In 2010,
cattail extents were less (Appendix D), but were not known. To approximate cattail extents in 2010,
patches of cattails were randomly placed in the channel, to approximately 25% of channel coverage.
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Table 7: Cover types from Kui et al.’s analysis (2017). Table and table caption are both from Kui (personal
communication)
Cover Type
Code

Description

1

Woody vegetation on flood plain surface. Total cover 2-50%, with cottonwood and/or willow dominant and
other woody species subdominant.

2

Woody vegetation on flood plain surface. Total cover > 50%, with cottonwood and/or willow dominant and
other woody species subdominant.

3

Woody vegetation on flood plain surface. Total cover 2-50%, with saltcedar dominant and other woody
species subdominant.

4

Woody vegetation on flood plain surface. Total cover > 50%, with saltcedar dominant and other woody
species subdominant.

5

Woody vegetation on high flood plain or terrace. Total cover 2-50% with mesquite dominant.

6

Woody vegetation on high flood plain or terrace. Total cover >50% with mesquite dominant.

7

Woody vegetation on high flood plain or terrace. Total cover 2-50% with low shrub species (e.g., Hymenoclea
salsola, Tessaria sericea, Atriplex sp., Lycium sp.) dominant.

8

Woody vegetation on high flood plain or terrace. Total cover >50% with low shrub species (e.g., Hymenoclea
salsola, Tessaria sericea, Atriplex sp., Lycium sp.) dominant.

9

Low flood plain surface. Total cover >2% with small woody plants dominant.

10

Low flow channel, including vegetated channel margins and islands.

11

Cattail (Typha sp.) dominated wetland, with <2% woody vegetation cover.

12

Essentially bare sediment (< 2% vegetated) within flood plain.

13

Essentially bare sediment (<2% vegetated) on terrace.

14

Cultivated land.

20

Woody vegetation on flood plain surface. Total cover 2-50%, with cottonwood, willow, or saltcedar dominant
and other woody species subdominant (combination of cover types 1 and 3).

24

Woody vegetation on flood plain surface. Total cover > 50%, with cottonwood, willow, or saltcedar dominant
and other woody species subdominant. (combination of cover types 2 and 4).

57

Woody vegetation on high flood plain or terrace. Total cover 2-50% with mesquite or low shrub species
dominant. (combination of cover types 5 and 7)

68

Woody vegetation on high flood plain or terrace. Total cover > 50% with mesquite or low shrub species
dominant. (combination of cover types 6 and 8)

99

Rock
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Table 8: Vegetation densities and heights used in each model

RR2006: Veg calibration
LUCODE
area
height
1
0.06
0.6
2
0.3
1.2
6
0
0
10
0
0
12
0
0

MW2006: Veg calibration
LUCODE
area
height
2
0
0
4
0
0
12
0
0

RR2010: Veg calibration
LUCODE
area
height
1
0.06
0.65
2
0.32
1.25
10
0
0
99
0
0
CATTAILS
0.75
1

MW2010: Interpolation between
calibrated veg and measured veg
LUCODE
area
height
2
0.14
1
4
0.14
1
9
0
0
10
0
0
CATTAILS
0.75
1

RR2016: Measured in field
density
area
height

MW2016: Measured in field
density
area
height

sparse

0.15

use hwater

sparse

0.07

use hwater

dense

0.75

use hwater

dense

0.35

use hwater

CATTAILS

0.75

1

CATTAILS

0.75

1
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Appendix D: Nays2DH-specific modeling details
Table 9: Nays2DH-specific modeling choices selected in this research.

Calculation Condition
Solver Type
Bed deformation
Finite differential method of advection terms
Confluence
Bed material type
Sediment Transport type
Bedload transport formula
Vector of bedload transport
Bank Erosion
Slope collapse
Turbulence model
Boundary Condition
Periodic boundary condition
Water surface at downstream
Slope for uniform flow
Slope value at downstream
Velocity at upstream
Slope for uniform flow
Slope value at upstream
Change the supply rate of sediment from the upstream
boundary
Time
Calculation time step(sec)
Maximum number of iterations of water surface calculation
Relaxation coefficient for water surface calculation
Initial water surface
Initial water surface
Bed Material
Diameter of uniform bed material (mm)
Vegetation
Drag coefficient of tree
Use the data of vegetation height in the cells?
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Choice
+Advanced
Disabled
CIP (Cubic Interpolated PseudoParticle)
Disabled
Uniform
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
constant eddy viscosity
Disabled
Uniform flow
Constant value
varies depending on model (see main
text)
Uniform flow
Constant value
varies depending on model (see main
text)
No

0.01
99
0.8
Uniform flow
varies depending on model (see main
text)
1 for vegetated, 0 for bare earth
Yes (except for 2016)

Figure 24: Model input and output flows for determination of model spin up times. Two methods were used to
determine suitable spin up times for the models: RMSE stabilization and discharge steady state. This graph
illustrates the time required for discharge to achieve steady state for RR2006 at 56 m3s-1. Based upon this
assessment, between 240 and 400 seconds was determined to be a sufficient spin up time. This time held constant
for all models, with the exception of baseflow, which required longer spin up times, on the order of 2000 seconds.
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Appendix E: Statistical Analyses

Table 10: Multifactor ANOVA on the effects of slope and turbulence closure scheme (constant eddy viscosity, zero
equation model, k-e) on the standard deviation of shear stress in the model
SUMMARY

constant

zero equation model

k-e

Total

S=0.002
Count
Sum
Average
Variance

10
227.3737
22.73737
0.001815

10
226.5602
22.65602
0.001668

10
226.5844
22.65844
0.00179

30
680.5183
22.68394
0.003114

10
229.2982
22.92982
0.007642

10
228.5279
22.85279
0.006979

10
228.3452
22.83452
0.008281

30
686.1712
22.87237
0.008872

10
232.1558
23.21558
0.008551

10
231.336
23.1336
0.005932

10
231.2798
23.12798
0.007051

30
694.7716
23.15905
0.008341

10
220.8866
22.08866
0.059195

10
220.2946
22.02946
0.06628

10
220.1988
22.01988
0.065816

30
661.3801
22.046
0.060323

10
84.23002
8.423002
0.082567

10
83.84803
8.384803
0.096462

10
83.83304
8.383304
0.095737

30
251.9111
8.397036
0.085621

50
993.9443
19.87889
33.64833

50
990.5668
19.81134
33.47458

50
990.2412
19.80482
33.4457

S=0.0015
Count
Sum
Average
Variance
S=0.001
Count
Sum
Average
Variance
S=0.0005
Count
Sum
Average
Variance
S=0.0001
Count
Sum
Average
Variance
Total
Count
Sum
Average
Variance
RESULTS
Source of Variation
Sample (Slope)
Columns (turbulence scheme)
Interaction
Within
Total

SS
4923.208
0.168178
0.011798
4.641877

df
4
2
8
135

4928.03
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MS
1230.802
0.084089
0.001475
0.034384

F
35795.49
2.44557
0.042892

Pvalue
3.8E-203
0.090509
0.999966

F crit
2.438739
3.063204
2.007635

Table 11: Multifactor ANOVA on the effects of slope and turbulence closure scheme (constant eddy viscosity, zero
equation model, k-e) on the RMSE between modeled and measured water surface elevations for MW2006
SUMMARY

constant

zero equation model

k-e

Total

S=0.002
Count

10

10

10

30

Sum

2.428445

2.430571

2.43205

7.291066

Average

0.242845

0.243057

0.243205

0.243036

Variance

2.63E-07

2.55E-07

2.18E-07

2.51E-07

10

10

10

30

Sum

2.693749

2.697738

2.695797

8.087284

Average

0.269375

0.269774

0.26958

0.269576

Variance

8.06E-07

8.34E-07

5.34E-07

7.02E-07

S=0.0015
Count

S=0.001
Count

10

10

10

30

Sum

3.199954

3.205529

3.203945

9.609428

Average

0.319995

0.320553

0.320395

0.320314

Variance

4.33E-07

3.94E-07

3.23E-07

4.14E-07

S=0.0005
Count

10

10

10

30

Sum

4.576912

4.579954

4.577548

13.73441

Average

0.457691

0.457995

0.457755

0.457814

Variance

4.66E-06

2.57E-06

3.63E-06

3.39E-06

10

10

10

30

Sum

10.75962

10.76264

16.76677

38.28903

Average

1.075962

1.076264

1.676677

1.276301

Variance

0.000107

0.000122

3.603589

1.20134

50

50

50

Sum

23.65868

23.67643

29.67611

Average

0.473174

0.473529

0.593522

Variance

0.098315

0.098302

0.966765

S=0.0001
Count

Total
Count

RESULTS
Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

F

P-value

F crit

Sample

22.64811

4

5.662027

23.56669

8.57E-15

2.438739

Columns

0.481373

2

0.240686

1.001794

0.369933

3.063204

Interaction

1.923145

8

0.240393

1.000573

0.438646

2.007635

Within

32.43449

135

0.240255

Total

57.48711

149

50

